[Applications of antisense oligonucleotides in oncology].
The development of biotechnologies offers considerable potential for new therapeutical approaches, targetting nucleic acids as information bearing molecules responsible for various pathologies. Gene therapy has, up to now, mainly aimed at compensating deficiencies of gene expression, through complex molecular and cellular constructions. Recently, an increasing interest has focused on short nucleotidic sequences (thus relatively easy to synthetize), or oligonucleotides, which could be able to specifically block the expression of mutated or overexpressed genes. When the target of these oligonucleotides is the mRNA of such genes, the strategy is called "antisense". This strategy has already led to a number of successful results in experimental models in vitro. Much more rare are actual effects in animal models and clinical trials are just being sketched. A review on the current state of the art will enlighten the physiological potential of these new molecules but also underline the still numerous issues before controlling therapeutical applications.